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Take the BUMC/UH vs. MGH Walk for Hunger challenge 
In walking for hunger, we're challenging you 
To match our pledging and plodding crew; 
Finding funds for food hy a walk in the sun 
Sounds serious, you guys, hut it'll be fun,-
The cause is great, the exercise complete. 
Fear not, Mass. Gen'l, you're facing de-feet. 
MGH issues BUMC/UH its walking papers 
That's right. The employees of the 
Massachusetts General Hospital are issuing you 
your walking papers, and a challenge: Put on 
your walking shoes on Sunday, May 3, and see 
if you can outpace or outpledge MGH walkers 
during the Walk for Hunger. 
On May 3rd we'll be stepping high 
To stamp out hunger is what we'll try,-
We'll ignore our blisters and smile at the sun 
Come on UH get in on the fun; 
Pick up your papers or make a pledge 
On this commitment, you cannot hedge; 
Because on that day we'll set the pace 
Prepare BUMC/UH to get into the race. 
Look for all the details on the "Walk" in this 
month's Connections. 
Employees of Boston University Medical 
Center/The University Hospital are being asked 
to step up to the challenge of walking for 
hunger on Sunday, May 3. Some 43,000 
walkers from across Massachusetts are expected 
to trek 20 miles from Boston to Newton and 
back. In doing so, they'll help raise $3 million 
to feed the hungry and homeless at more than 
375 soup kitchens and emergency feeding 
programs throughout Massachusetts. 
In this year's efforts surrounding the walk, 
UH has taken the unusual step of challenging 
the Massachusetts General Hospital to see 
which institution can produce the largest 
amount of walkers or pledges. In the spirit of 
friendly competition, both UH and MGH have 
set forth "official" challenges, which are 
contained in the following verses: 
BUMC/UH claims MGH faces de-feet 
The employees of Boston University Medical 
Center/The University Hospital are laying 
down a challenge to members of the 
Massachusetts General Hospital staff: Can you 
match our miles in the Greater Boston Walk for 
Hunger on Sunday, May 3? 
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